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As any stage magician knows, you have to stop the illusion before the audience has a chance to see 
through it. This year's Covid trick was signalled to halt after the middle of January. The WHO sent out the 
message by declaring the PCR tests to be faulty, having been run so high that they were producing 
massive false positives. The result was that the BBC dropped its 24/7 headline coverage of idiot statistics 
immediately and within a week the story had all but disappeared from the headlines. The newspapers 
started to run the usual distraction garbage about celebrities and royals, and the mad council mandates that 
 had the police running around arresting people for sitting on a park bench simply stopped. Did anyone 
notice how police sirens that were run in empty streets day and night as a warning, simply dissolved into 
silence?
An interesting parallel point is the reports from the street of people no longer being interested in standing at 
their doorsteps and clapping like children “for the NHS.” People fell for it the first time, but after the lie of 
'two weeks to flatten the curve' turned into 'eighteen months before the start of twice annual vaccinations,' 
even the dimwits who sit open-mouthed in front of the television were starting to realise that they were 
being manipulated. That in itself is a sign that the illusion is wearing thin, and its time for the magician to 
switch to another trick.

“Middle of January.” Biden in the WH? Vaccination programme underway and unstoppable? New 
surveillance software in the form of “freedom passes” to replace the failed track and trace? Private business 
on the verge of collapse? Virtue-signalling fatigue? Origins of outbreak in China fully covered up?

The only immunity conferred by this injection is on the pharmaceutical companies from prosecution for 
murder.
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